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The day has "nally arrived!

MurderCon Registration opens Sunday,
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Click the Link!

To sign up for MurderCon 2020, simply

go to the website and click the "Register"

button at the top right of the home

page. Then make your way through the

user-friendly form. For your

convenience, the registration fee may be

submitted using a credit card or

via PayPal.

Please take a few moments in advance

of signing up to browse the exciting

event schedule, You'll want to become

familiar with the classes o!ered,

because during the registration process

you will be asked to select your favorites.

Remember, MurderCon is an advanced,

hands-on training event that's "lled to

the brim with high-quality workshops

and sessions that most law enforcement

o#cers would love to attend, but

many cannot. You will not be able to see

and do everything.

Visitor Screening and Photo
ID

Due to the sensitive nature of material

presented at MurderCon, Sirchie’s policy

is to screen visitors to rule out inclusion

on any prohibited party list. Please be

assured this screening is a birth name

and country of citizenship screen only

and not a background check.

Each attendee must provide birth name

and country of citizenship on

the MurderCon registration form. In

addition, attendees must present a

photo ID to Sirchie representatives at

the event check-in. 

February 23, 2020, at Noon EST
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The Golden Donut 200-Word
Short Story Contest is OPEN!

The rules are simple. Write a story about

the photograph using exactly 200 words

— including the title. Each story needs

an original title, and the image must be

the main subject of the story. No clues

as to the subject matter of the image or

where it was taken. You decide. Let your

imagination run wild. Remember

though, what you see in the image

absolutely must be the main subject of

your tale.

Let the games begin.
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Register

Do you like the newsletter? Share it!

Writers' Police Academy
560 Peoples Plaza #212

Newark, Delaware 19702 United States

murdercon2020gmail.com
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